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About This Game

This world has been dominated by the Plague for many generations. Nobody remembers what it was like before the outbreak.
Yet the humanity has adapted to the world of eternal disease. To zombies. To masks. To plague doctors.

Plaguepunk Justice is a tactical turn-based strategy game about being a healer in a world of Plague. The Plague is turning regular
citizens into zombies. As a player you have only non-lethal options to deal with any situation. Main characters are healers, not

murderers.

Features

Turn-based tactical gameplay

Stealth elements

Randomized game levels

Medicine crafting

Plaguepunk world
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Comic book aesthetic

Developers message

Plaguepunk Justice is my second game and my first try at randomly generated game levels. As with my previous game -
Comrades and Barons: Solitaire of Bloody 1919 - it is made on GameMaker: Studio 1.4.
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Maris Ozols
Publisher:
Maris Ozols
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2019
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Gat's a glass cannon character that's great at taking out high priority targets and building up Mayhem meter quickly but he's also
one of the most fragile characters in the cast, he comes with the ability to survive lethal attacks and gain fortify from it but more
often than not you'll just end up like Alex Murphy from Robocop.

Gat works best when used as the main enemy sweeper after another agent debuffs and stuns other enemies so he can come in
and clean up safely. Gat can be a great destructive force once he gets some more skills and stats to help with surviving, paired
with the right agents and a proper setup he can be a great choice for difficulty 15 and is a recommended character to use due to
how easy it is to adjust to him.

Don't expect much when it comes to Saints Row fan service though, you'll only get one or two lines with Pierce and Oleg,
there's no mention of anything else and his personal mission is just a fairly mediocre loose cannon cop scenario. The Gat Outta
Hell skin is nice though.. An overlooked gem. Challenging but fair platforming with tight controls and liberal checkpoints to
minimize frustration, similar to Celeste. Metroidvania-flavored level design and upgrades, storytelling and presentation
reminiscent of Cave Story. And a really good grappling hook.. This♥♥♥♥♥♥is so-crates. The end.

oh also ♥♥♥♥♥in music. This game is a great fun classic. While the game itself is extremely fun it has major flaws.
Throughout this review i will be comparing sims 3 to sims 4. The reason i rate no is because i believe the negative side of this
game out weighs the good

Cons:

 Stability: I can play gta v on ultra setting but yet i cant play this without lagging every minute (with most dlc unlocked). There
are several workarounds I've tried but it does not work well on my pc at all. The same problems i have currently with this does
not change even after i upgraded my pc. For some people the game works great meanwhile others like myself are stuck like this
and cant do anything to fix it. If you do not believe me you can check the many threads on the sims forums with the same issue
as myself.

 Crashing: Eventually as you continue playing you will continually crash due to poor implementation of vehicles and stuck sims
causing errors. The vehicles are never cleared out of the database so as sims use vehicles its continually saving it to the file to a
point it causes several stability issue's. You can fix this by installing some performance enhancing mod's but its kind of sad that
ea still has not adressed a lot of these issues in order to favor sims 4.

 No support: This game has been completely abandoned by the most part by ea. if your wanting and or looking for support the
best you can get is by joining a forum and seeing if some other user on there can help you.

 High Priced Dlc: It's been 10 years and they still have not lowered the dlc cost at all. As i said before i recommend waiting for a
sale

Pros:

 Lots of customization: You can pretty much create as much styles as you'd like when creating your sim which has been
completely abandoned in sims 4.

 Open World: Yet again another thing completely abandoned by sims 4 is the open world concept introduced in this game, this is
one of the most redeeming quality's of this game and is a large open world in which you can get lost into.

 Worthwhile Dlc: While i hate how high priced the dlc is, It add's a lot to the game that makes it so unique and fresh. I do
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recommend everyone waits till a sale before ever thinking about purchasing the dlc.. The game is a perfect example of the risk
associated with Early access. Devs took everybodies money and ran off with it. No updates or communication in over a year.
Sadly, a really interesting concept gone to complete waste. DO NOT BUY!. This is a great game for passing the time or to
relieve stress... I would recomend. Nise early access game.... Warning do not play this game. It is evil incarnate. This is without
a doubt the most pathetic game ever concieved by human. Yes, It is bottom of the barrel bad. The first level was just too hard.
Level 2 was a pain and level 3... don't even get me started on level 3. This game makes Sonic 06 look like Gold. I'm not even
joking, I'm dead serious. Ugh, curiosity, why must you exist at times like these. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME, I repeat, DO...
NOT... BUY... THIS... GAME..... I don't care if you want to play it to see how bad it is. It's not even worth it for that. Trust me,
It's for your own good. Not even the Devil would want this game. I just hope I can get a refund somehow...
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GUI is easy for use, you can easly set up your wallpaper, download and even make your own wallpaper. It has a small cpu and
memory usage. It won`t slow down your computer. I like this app and I can`t wait to download some awesome live wallpapers
from the app :). besides some clipping issues and path finding issues. it is a solid game very intresting and fun to an extent. there
is always game limitations but overall i think if you are looking for city policing game, here it is.. great game deep hardcore
strategy game i have i8 machine wins 10works great after 40 hrs i have to say this is one of the best games i have ever played im
so addicted i have still not finshed it yet Great RTS/RPG games like lord of the rings world great story so far wish there was
Add ons for this game love it!. Last man standing during flag assault at Rorkes Drift. Zulus swarmed over the walls. Shoot three,
bayonet two, impaled by countless asagi spears. Die. Still won the round.

Would win round from beyond the grave again.. best gsame ever ill buy anY dlc ever more content
3 alzáci/10. Good game but not worth 1 dollar for 5 levels i hope there will be more levels in the future. Waiting for +350
reviews! (Damn new rules). Play as Noah - a man who decided that building an Ark was not enough, so he built laser turrets and
mortars to stop the flood.. As of 1\/4\/18 no one plays the game, and there are no servers to play on. You can create a server, but
no one joins. It's boring and a waste of money.
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